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as the current economic crisis shows, the number of people willing to spend money on a game that's

not free can be pretty limited. if a game maker simply makes a game that can be downloaded for
free, he or she is either going to have to make a huge chunk of games for a small number of players,

or charge a lot of money for a game that has a lot of content (which can require a lot of time and
money to create). the game makers who will survive are the ones that can help people avoid that
tragedy. the ideal is for a game to be free, but to have enough value in it to encourage people to

part with real money, in exchange for some virtual goodies. those virtual goodies could be things like
experience points, which can be traded for better weapons or armor. or, as apple and buzzd have
already discovered, virtual coins that can be used to purchase special items from within the game.

popcap has become an important part of ea's mobile strategy, selling the studio's games to a
number of publishers including electronic arts, konami and ubisoft. the studio's first game,

bejeweled, was released for mobile in 2008 and was an instant hit. the studio's follow-up, the
puzzlejuice series, was released in 2009 and proved popular with puzzle fans. overall, the report was

quite interesting. it seems like mobile gaming is a growing market, with more and more players
playing on the go. of course, that's not too surprising, since as i mentioned earlier, one of the

interesting things about mobile gaming is that they're really accessible, since they're so portable and
convenient. it's great that people are playing video games on their mobile devices.
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for our readers - not for
algorithms. you can help!
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eurogamer and you can view

the site completely ad-free, as
well as gaining exclusive

access to articles, podcasts
and conversations that will

bring you closer to the team,
the stories, and the games we
all love. subscriptions start at
3.99 / $4.99 per month. the

success of mobile gaming has
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led many to wonder how the
huge swath of people (about

half the world's population) not
yet connected to the internet
might be reached. popcap is
betting that games played on
the go will be the way, as a
new survey shows. while a

phone is most likely to be used
for an mms, or short message,

an e-mail is still the most
popular way to communicate

with friends. london, uk -
september 22, 2012 today,
popcap, the leading global
developer, publisher and
operator of casual games,
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announced the worldwide
launch of plants vs. zombies,

the most popular casual mobile
game of all time. developed by
popcap and launched in 2009,

plants vs. zombies : garden
warfare features 100% plant-
powered action for all ages

across pc, iphone, ipad,
android and xbox. the game
has been downloaded more

than 200 million times
worldwide. plants vs. zombies
is a global phenomenon that's
been called "one of the most
significant games of all time"
(kotaku) and "the game that
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made [popcap] famous"
(gamespot). today, popcap has
announced a partnership with

the american dental
association (ada) to promote

the launch of plants vs.
zombies : garden warfare with
a limited edition of popcap's
latest game. to promote the

launch, popcap is giving away
one million trading cards

featuring popcap characters,
including the iconic, sunflower-
loving plants vs. zombies, the

sweet-toothed zombie pigman,
and the hilarious crazy dave.

the cards will be available
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